Sonic Reality OneSoundz Silver Edition
Thank you for using Sonic Reality’s OneSoundz Silver Edition!
Sonic Reality is one of the world’s leading sound developers whose motto is “Sample
Everything”. From vintage keyboards to the orchestral sounds of Miroslav Vitous to the
high profile drum sounds of Ocean Way Drums and Studio ProFiles Drum Masters to the
stylistic grooves of Sonic Reality’s R.A.W. series, Sonic Reality has covered almost
every instrument and style of music since the company was first started in 1996 and has
provided sounds for the world’s top musicians, composers, producers, recording and
performing artists.
Exclusively for Steinberg’s Halion One, Sonic Reality created the OneSoundz Series.
Here you have OneSoundz Silver Edition which features 44 instruments featuring a
Yamaha C7 grand piano and a variety of guitars, basses and drum sounds from Sonic
Reality. With more sounds planned for HALion One coming and thousands of
downloadable loops and instruments for both Cubase and HALion 3, those that are
looking to expand their sound collection can find an infinitely growing range of Sonic
Reality sanples from http://www.downloadablesoundz.com

About the sounds of OneSoundz Silver
Drums
The drums in OneSoundz Silver are mapped in GM format. They range from tight
acoustic to ambient studio sounds to produced large sounding kits to modern electronic
style kits, urban, brush folk and jazz kits and more. The prefix “2D” stands for 2 dynamic
velocity levels for expressive, yet light sized kits. You get 19 different kits in OneSoundz
Silver. They are:
2D A Plus Kit GM
2D Add Terisk Kit GM
2D Alta Kit GM
2D Beautiful Baby GM
2D Brushez Kit GM
2D Fes Oundz Kit GM
2D Funk E Kit GM
2D iLike Kit GM
2D Live room Kit GM
2D Live room Kit 2 GM
2D Monstrocity Kit GM
2D Real Alter Kit GM
2D Smackle Kit GM
2D Studio A Kit GM
2D Studio B Kit GM
2D Twenty four 7 Kit GM
2D Wall of Snare Kit GM
808 Kit & CR78
909 Kit & 808
Basses
You get 10 different basses in OneSoundz Silver including samples of some vintage
basses, upright basses, 5 strings, fingered, picked and more. They are:
Hofn BeatBass
K5 Str Fng 2D
Ultracomp Bass

Bass with Bite
PBassSXPick
Rockout Bass
Smooth Bass
Upright Bass 3D
Thuddy Bass
Flange Upright
Grand Piano
The deluxe grand piano in OneSoundz Silver is a multi-velocity sample of the legendary
Yamaha C7. This particular piano was used by many jazz and pop artists over the years at
a popular studio in Los Angeles.
Live Grand Piano
Guitars
There are 14 guitar sounds in OneSoundz Silver and they range from liquidy electric
guitars to sparkling acoustics with incredible realism and presence. From finger slides to
mutes, picks and various effects and ambience these guitars give a nice sampling of what
Sonic Reality’s guitars and many other multi-sampled instruments are like. They are:
LariV 3D Perf
Les Pl 3D Prf1
Liquid Gtr
Swirly LP Gtr
Yeah Baby Gtr
Premium Ac Guitar1
Premium Ac Guitar2
Premium AG FingSld
Premium AG MutePick
Strat 3D Prf1
Strat Chorus
Vintage Days Gtr
Radio Halionhead
Taylr Acstc Hall
We hope you enjoy your Halion OneSoundz from Sonic Reality. They were created to
offer you inspiring sounds to use right inside your sequencer quickly and easily. Keep
checking back at http://www.downloadablesoundz.com for more Sonic Reality sounds to
use with your Halion One, Cubase or Halion 3. From guitars to orchestral sounds, drums,
loops, basses, vocals or world instruments Sonic Reality “Samples Everything”.
To register your sounds with Sonic Reality please go to: http://www.sonicreality.com
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IMPORTANT:
DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT UNTIL YOU HAVE READ THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. BY
USING THIS PRODUCT (OR AUTHORIZING ANY OTHER PERSON TO DO SO) YOU
ACCEPT THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT.

LICENSE AGREEMENT
In short, you may use these sounds freely as long as you use them in a musical context for records, remixes, film or TV soundtracks, commercials and the like. They may not appear as free-standing sounds in
a music or sound effects library or compilation. Licensing for computer games, DLS sets or multimedia is
NOT covered by this agreement. Contact Sonic Reality at support@sonicreality.com for more information.

LICENSE AND PROTECTION:
1. License Grant
Sonic Reality grants to you, subject to the following terms and conditions, a non-exclusive,
nontransferable right to use each authorized copy of the enclosed product. The enclosed product’s sound
content is the property of Sonic Reality and is licensed to you only for use as part of a musical
performance, live or recorded. This license expressly forbids resale or other distribution of these Sounds or
their derivatives, either as they exist on disc, reformatted for use in another digital sampler, or mixed,
combined, filtered, re-synthesized or otherwise edited, for use as sounds, multi-sounds, samples, multisamples, wavetables, programs or patches in a sampler, microchip or any hardware or software sample
playback device. You cannot sell them or give them away for use by others in their sampling or sample
playback devices. In the event Sonic Reality terminates this Agreement due to your breach, you agree to
return the original and all other copies of the software and documentation to Sonic Reality, Inc.
Sonic Reality, Inc. reserves all rights not expressly granted to you.

2. Protection of Software
You agree to take all reasonable steps to protect this product and any accompanying documentation from
unauthorized copying or use. You agree not to modify the enclosed product to circumvent any method or
means adopted or implemented by Sonic Reality to protect against or discourage the unlicensed use of
copying of the enclosed product.

3. Ownership
As between you and Sonic Reality, ownership of, and title to, the enclosed digitally recorded sounds
(including any copies) will be held by Sonic Reality, Inc. Copies are provided to you only to enable you to
exercise your rights under the license. Only this license is purchased by you.

4. Term
This Agreement is effective from the date you open this package, and will remain in full force until
termination. This Agreement will terminate if you break any of the terms or conditions of this Agreement.
Upon termination you agree to destroy or return to Sonic Reality all copies of this product and
accompanying documentation.

5. Restrictions
Except as expressly authorized in this Agreement, you may not rent, sell, lease, sublicense, distribute,
transfer, copy, reproduce, display, modify or time share the enclosed product or documentation.

